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Transactional Objects
Transactional Objects is a part of a long-term research on urban form. Urban form here refers
to the specific configuration of space and form – the distinct spatiality – of a city or a
neighbourhood. For example, a street with boundary walls along its edges is different from a
street with shops along its edges. The boundary wall and the shops provide specific
configurations of form and space – they define the urban form of the street.
Different urban forms have different transactional capacities – the capacity to afford flows of
bodies, commodities, ideas, money, etc. through it. Higher the flows, higher the transactional
capacity. In the above example, the transactional capacity of a street with boundary walls is
lower than the street with the shops, which allows much more flows. Transactional Capacity
also indicates the affordance of the form. When the transactional capacity increases in a form,
it is able to afford higher densities, number of activities, networks, transactions, livelihoods,
security, diversity, care etc.
Spaces and practices in the city often diffuse the differences set up by notions of public and
private space, urban property regimes, concepts of inside and outside space, and all other
ideas that define spaces through clear boundaries. This diffusion produces a blurred form of
the city, where boundaries get constantly made, erased and remade through numerous
claims. The morphing of building envelopes, the mutations in plot shapes and diffusion of
edges constitutes the blur. The logic of the city, its enterprise, property relationships, and
much of life gets worked out in this blur. Higher the degree of blur in the urban form, more it
is its affordance and higher is the transactional capacity.
Transactional Objects are part of the urban form that add to the blur and increase the
transactional capacity. Extension to shops, folding shops of street vendors, porting devices,
resting apparatus, fixtures fixed on boundary walls that help occupy them, things used to
claim space, orphaned furniture left for wanderers, etc. are all examples of such transactional
objects. These are not just utilitarian to facilitate transactions. These are also instances of
dreams trying to take shape and aspirations trying to get worked out. They are usually quirky,
erotic, sedimented and absurd. They are unique to particular cities. It is through them that
cities settle. Settling here is a process through which people come to terms with each other’s
lives. It is not a process in which contradictions get resolved; instead, through settling,
contradictions are able to co-exist. Settling is a continuous process, which keeps the city in a
perpetual state of becoming. During this process, the transactional objects get layered
further, or change, or disappear. The logic of this transformation is often incremental,
sporadic and based on parameters that are beyond the detection of empirical methods.
The exhibition at Project 88 is a speculation on the next incremental transformation in some
of the transactional objects.
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It takes so much for a city to happen
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The Astrologer’s Chair

The Astrologer sits on a high chair at the doorway between Present and Future. She has been
sitting here forever. While Future has always been silent, Present has been incessantly posing
questions. The questions have always been about Future. The Astrologer enjoys these
questions. Her answers are in the form of further questions. Sometimes these
answers/questions bring joy, sometimes worry. For Present, these answers/questions give
life. Without them, Present is unable to live.
While she speaks to Present, the Astrologer’s eyes are stationed at Future who is misty and
unclear. Her high chair allows her to look into the distance. From her chair, she looks
aimlessly as if there is nothing. It is hard to tell whether her eyes are blinded. They remain
calm, and seem to constantly make contact with some celestial logic. The logic which Present
and Future, both cannot understand.
Everything seemed fine until suddenly, Future shouts out and asks a question about Present.
The Astrologer is puzzled. This has never happened before. She is nervous – not only she has
heard the voice of Future for the first time, but also she has no answers to Future’s
questions. She has never seen Present. It is at this moment, that the Astrologer starts
noticing Present.
Future: Does everything become me?
Astrologer: Well... Yes
Future: Are you sure?
The Astrologer starts focusing her eyes and realises that she can see. She notices something
strange.
Astrologer: May be not. There is a man making pens.
Present interjects: He made sound mixing machines earlier.
Future: Why does he make pens now? That is obviously not me.
Present: The world changed and nobody uses his sound mixers anymore.
Future: So has he started earning by making pens?
Present: He earns nothing. He just wastes time making those stupid pens.
Astrologer: He loves sitting in his shop and making pens – those large, bulky, heavy ones that
sometimes make sound. That is his trip – to make pens. He gets a kick out of making pens –
that brings him joy. A visiting money-lender once made an elaborate calculation and showed
him the losses he was making by occupying his shop and making several iterations of pens.
The money-lender had advised him to put his shop on rent and make some money. But the
man continued to make pens. Through his pens, he has escaped you, Present and will also
escape you, Future.
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Future: Are there many like him?
Astrologer: Let me see.... I see one more... this one wants to walk through five countries.
Present: He is a guard watching a warehouse.
Astrologer: He had tried leaving his country on foot fourteen times so far. Every time he was
sent back by the army guarding the boundaries of his country. He wants to walk to Hajj. He
has approached his government several times requesting them to facilitate his cross over. He
also has a letter from the government offering him a flight ticket. He has refused it on the
grounds that the air in the airplane is stale. He needs fresh air and the only way he would get
this is by walking. He has been living to walk the earth. That’s his trip.
Future: Why does this man want to walk? What does he want to be – a walker?
Astrologer: I see another one. He loves searching lost people.
Present: Well he used to work in a textile factory earlier. After the factory shut down he does
off-hand jobs. He has a lot of free time these days.
Astrologer: But has he not been searching for people when he had a job?
Future: Why does he search for lost people? And who are the lost people?
Astrologer: He loves being a spy. He belongs to a very orthodox community. People from this
community want to run away and disappear into the city. He likes to search for them. He has
found many so far. Most of his earnings have been spent on just tracing people. This is his
trip.
There is another one I see. He repairs clocks. Over the years, his business has reduced and he
has rented half of his shop to a friend, who uses it to store goods. The friend had asked him
to keep a watch on his goods. The clock-repairer had installed a rear-view mirror in his part of
the shop to keep an eye on the goods. In the mirror he started seeing other things around
the shop. Now he has installed several rear-view mirrors. He gets a kick by watching the
world through these mirrors.
Present: Those are useless preoccupations. You need not be bothered about them, Future.
They will wither away with these people. The world does not happen because of these
preoccupations. The world happens with routine, with production, with capital, with
property, with the rich exploiting the poor and the poor fighting the rich. Everyone wants to
make you, Future. All dreams are about you. You provide the energy for life. Everything
becomes you.
Astrologer: From my high chair here, everyone seems to have a trip. There is this one who
collects cameras, that one who wants to build a temple for snakes, another one who wants
to count every tree, one who wants to collect cars, one wants to track every person on earth,
one wants to make grand plans to save the world, one wants to incessantly oppose all plans,
another wants to open all machines ... The world seems to happen through these trips and
kicks.
Future: You mean it is not about me at all? Is anyone becoming me? Do I exist at all?
Astrologer: From where I see you Future, you seem to be a trip of Present.
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Future: What is your trip Astrologer?
Astrologer: My trip is to look for you and I have made my chair for that. Many people come to
me to ask about you. That is their trip.
Future: And what is mine?
At this moment, Present, who has become extremely impatient with this conversation kicks
the Astrologer’s chair and leaves to look for another astrologer. The chair topples and the
Astrologer falls. The Future, who had become completely clear by now, suddenly disappears.
The Astrologer erects her toppled chair and climbs it again, to look for Future.
*****
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The One-Foot Shop

One morning, while a man busied himself opening his shop, Design and Accident entered into
a conversation.
Design proclaimed: “I have created humans; humans differ from others because of me; I
shape their minds and lives. Their families, friends, gods, religions, organizations,
communities and nations are me; their homes, schools, factories, temples, cities and
graveyards are nothing but me; there is no human universe without me; I am what they eat,
wear and think; I create sense in them; their souls and bodies are shaped by me; they imagine
their past and future through me; I create order; I create ethics; I create beauty; I create
emotions; there is no life without me; I am life.”
Accident enquired: “Are you the one?”
“Yes, I am that one... But I am not just ‘one’. I am different for different humans. I take
different forms and therefore am formless; I create unending pasts, presents and futures and
hence am endless; I can create joy for some and grief for others at the same time and hence
am characterless; I am many.”
“If you have created humans, who created you?”
“I have created myself.”
“How?”
“Do you see that shopkeeper who is opening that small shop on the wall? Some years ago,
his uncle had made a shop like that after renting a part of a wall. The uncle had embedded
the shop a foot inside the wall and also extended it a foot outside on the street. He sold his
homemade soaps from this shop. There were many such one-foot shops in the city. The uncle
had seen these shops and had decided to build one for himself. The nephew has recently
made this one-foot shop after seeing his uncle’s shop. He sells assorted perfumes in this
shop. I manifested myself in the uncle’s shop after the uncle learnt from other shops and
then again in the nephew’s. The nephew had learnt to make the shop from his uncle. I
continuously create myself through humans.”
“But who is the first one to make the one-foot shop? The first one who made you?”
“The uncle’s shop is right next to the nephew’s shop. Do you see it? Isn’t the nephew’s shop
very different from the uncle’s? Do you see the doors of the uncle’s shop? They open in a
peculiar way; the two shutters do not open sideways, but flap upwards and downwards. The
shutter that flaps upwards creates shade and the one that flaps downwards creates a seat
for the uncle. The uncle has extended his shop one more foot onto the street through his
shutters. Now look at the doors of the nephew’s shop. The shutters are thick and open
sideways. Within their thickness they hide another set of shutters that open in all directions
making the shop look very large and capable of swallowing the world. These shutters have
multiplied space for the shop. Within the secret warmth of these tiny spaces created by the
shutters, exquisite perfumes are kept. Every human who has made a one-foot shop, learning
from other shops, has made her own small change. His shop will become a reference for
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someone else, who will make yet another small change. After some time, there may be no
reminiscence of the one-foot shop and something else would emerge in its place. So there is
no one human who is the first one to make me. There is no first human who thought of a
one-foot shop or a museum, or a hospital, or a school. These have been created slowly over
time and constantly change. I remain in a constant state of becoming. Humans are
instruments, who manifest me. But who are you?”
“I am born when two of your manifestations collide. Do you see that man carrying a large
box? That box opens into a perfume shop too. This man is a street vendor and creates his
shop wherever he stands and opens the box. Look he is walking on the street where the
uncle and nephew have their shops. He is looking for a place to set up. If he sets up close to
the nephew’s perfume shop, then I will be born. The box-vendor’s design will collide with the
design of the one-foot shop. Many things can happen then. The box vendor may attract the
customers from the one-foot shop and annoy the one-foot shopkeeper. The shopkeeper may
then call the police or the municipality to drive away the box-vendor. Or, the box-vendor may
attract casual walkers and get them interested in perfumes, and they may then visit the onefoot shop for more options. The box-vendor and the one-foot shopkeeper would then
become friends and may collaborate. The shopkeeper might then offer the box-vendor
storage space for the perfume box in one of the shutters. Or the box-vendor and the onefoot shopkeeper may not affect each other at all and may remain oblivious of each other’s
presence. Then again, the box-vendor may attract other perfume vendors and the street
could turn into a perfume street. Anything can happen here. I am the moment of encounter
between two Designs. I am not deliberate and deterministic like you. I am unpredictable. In
many ways, I am your other. I also produce life.”
“How can you produce life? You are just a consequence of me.”
“Do you see that woman’s blue house? It was built over many years. Five years ago, the
municipality had demolished the house with many others in the neighborhood as they were
unauthorized. The day after the demolition, this woman and some of her relatives salvaged
some corrugated tin sheets and wood and erected a tiny shed with tin walls and tin roofs.
The woman works as a maid in a few houses. She managed to get money from some of her
employers. She got a local mason and replaced the four tin walls with brick walls. Later that
year, when she got some more money from her chit-fund savings, she built a floor above. But
this had to be done very quickly and only on the second or the fourth weekend of the month,
as those are holidays for municipal workers and no one comes to monitor construction. So
the top floor was built out of tin sheets as it was very quick to assemble. Some bribe was
nevertheless paid to the local police.
Three years ago, another demolition took place nearby. Many shops were broken down. But
this demolition was by a developer who had bought the shops and was demolishing them to
build a new building. A lot of old furniture was removed from the site. Numerous trash
dealers were called to pick up the furniture. When the woman came to hear about this, she
rushed to the spot and negotiated a deal with the contractor to get three old showcases
from a jeweler’s shop. The showcases were brought to her house, and she got a carpenter to
modify them to fit them in her house and to make some storage space. The three disparate
showcases now melded together beautifully like patchwork on a quilt. The carpenter made
many shelves and small storage units within them. From the remaining wood, he made a
beautiful tiny table with a glass top. Last year, the woman’s brother decided to discard his
steel cupboard. She immediately brought the cupboard home, but realized that there was no
space to keep it. So she got the carpenter to remove some old shelves from one of the walls
and make space for the cupboard. The incremental process through which the house was put
together followed a bizarre logic, made up of strange negotiations and unpredictable
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accesses to resources. This logic, my logic, is different from your logic, which is deliberate and
deterministic. You don’t produce or shape life here; I do. You actually don’t produce or shape
life anywhere. I set the tone for you to happen everywhere.”
“That is not true; I set the tone for myself. You are just a residue that will wither away. I am
the one who creates life. Life happens through my perpetual manifestations. I create desires.
Without me, humans would not even know that they are alive.”
“You cannot exist without me. I create you by constantly challenging humans. Life happens
through me. You are superficial and don’t make much difference to humanity. Without me,
there is no evolution, no necessity, no need, no desire and no you.”
For eight days, Design and Accident continued their dispute over each other’s primacy. Their
arguments became intense and aggressive, reaching a point where nothing could be heard
anymore. Their conversation had turned into deafening noise. They had both started
speaking over each other. By the ninth day, they both said the same thing and sounded like
each other’s echoes. Soon their voices became one, resonating like the beats of a drum. They
kept repeating: “I create life... I create life... I create life”.
Meanwhile, the box-vendor had consolidated his shop on the street in front of the one-foot
shop. He seemed to be attracting a lot of customers and doing quite well. Though the boxvendor had no substantial effect on the one-foot shop, it’s keeper did not particularly
appreciate the situation; he was not happy with another perfume seller establishing himself
so quickly.
Suddenly, while Design and Accident were continuing their arguments, a fight broke out on
the street. The woman from the blue house started shouting at the box-vendor. She had
bought a bottle of perfume from the box-vendor just a few days ago, but the scent from the
perfume had already disappeared. The woman accused the box-vendor of cheating her by
selling only water in place of perfume. She asked the box-vendor to return her money. The
box-vendor on the other hand counter-accused the woman of finishing off the perfume in
the bottle and filling it up with water. The quarrel became noisy and several people gathered
around. Design and Accident also became inquisitive about the matter. The one-foot
shopkeeper saw an opportunity in the situation and soon dived into the quarrel. He took the
woman’s side and started yelling. He made allegations that the box-vendor sold only water in
place of perfume. More people from the street joined the shopkeeper and soon the situation
became precarious. A few rogues started pushing the box-vendor and throwing his bottles
around. He was about to be beaten up when a group of four men led by a large old man
intervened. These men pushed the rogues away and took the box-vendor to safety. The onefoot shopkeeper and the old woman continued to yell, and felt a sense of achievement. They
knew that they had been successful in evicting the box-vendor from the street.
Accident: “This is puzzling. Why did the people gather?”
Design: “It is because of the spectacle of a street brawl and an inquisitiveness to see how it
unfolds.”
“How does it matter to them? Were they really interested in the scent-less perfumes or
desired to see the box-vendor beaten up? Where did the inquisitiveness and desire come
from?”
“I had nurtured their inquisitiveness and desire.”
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“Why did some men roughen up the box-vendor and others save him?”
“They were both expressing their masculinity. I had nurtured that too.”
“But I produced the moment of quarrel for the inquisitiveness and the desires.”
“So life gets produced through both of us; one nurtures and the other produces the
moments to manifest.”
“Yes, but why was the old woman happy with the eviction of the box-vendor. She has herself
suffered evictions. How did you nurture this desire for someone else’s eviction? Where did
that come from? Where did that desire come from in the one-foot shopkeeper? He wasn’t
particularly affected by the box-vendor.”
“I am not sure anymore. And what about the street? You produced the moment of discord,
but the street seemed to take over as if it had a life of its own, that breathed for that
moment. You did not produce it and I certainly did not.”
“I am not sure anymore either.”
The ninth day passed and on the tenth day, Design and Accident start humming together:
“We create life, but we are not sure anymore... We create life, but not sure anymore...”
They then start looking for the box-vendor to see what had happened to him. They find him
on another street selling perfume. He had added many legs to his little box which could now
perch daintily on the pavement, yet folded away when he left the place. He had painted the
insides of his box pink and had made friends with the young girl who sat on the pavement
next to him selling flowers. People who came to buy flowers stopped to look at the perfumes
in the box and vice versa. As Design and Accident watched the box vendor and hummed their
song, Friendship interrupted them, “It’s me, it’s me – I am the one who created human life – I
created community, society and public. Without me nothing is possible”. Annoyed with this,
Design and Accident yelled back at Friendship and all three entered into an argument.
*****
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The Bench-Ladder

After a long day of walking around the city and having heated arguments, Systems and
Madness reach a street with shops on both sides. It’s already night and the shops are shut.
Systems: Finally! Now you can clearly identify the carriageway, the sidewalk, and the shops as
separate entities. During the day they were all fused together. So many things opened into
one another that there was no place to walk through. Do you see that shop selling hardware
– I am sure when it opens in the morning it spills itself out on the sidewalk. There is also this
tea shop in front of the hardware shop squatting on the edge between the carriageway and
the sidewalk. It is not even supposed to be there. Wait until morning; you’ll see the havoc the
tea shop creates on the sidewalk. It will gather people around itself and no one will be able to
move along the sidewalk. But now it is all shut and clear. The sidewalk looks like a place
where people can walk across.
Madness: Was this what you were looking for – the clarity of nothing?
Systems: But there is everything here now – and in order. And in this order, everyone can do
everything most efficiently
Madness: But what if someone wants to do more? See that woman – she is riding a bicylce on
the wrong side of the road – she is probably drunk. Should she not ride the wrong way?
Should she not drink and drive because of your order? Should she not experiment with
getting drunk? Should she not experience riding the wrong way? Should such things not
happen in a city?
Systems: But she will be stopped soon and probably arrested immediately as such deviant
behaviour could create tremendous traffic jams, probable accidents and potentially a
complete breakdown of the transport infrastructure... she will surely hurt herself.
Madness: But will the city run without this deviant behaviour? Didn’t this road come into
existence because of the deviant behaviour of the city planner who wanted to control the
lives of everyone using it? Imagine a city with people only following your orders – it cannot
change. And no growth is possible without change. What you call as ‘deviant behaviour’ are
‘trips’ of people – practices that go beyond the acts of order and routine. Why do some
people collect strange objects? Why are some obsessed with trying to order things? Why is it
so important for some people to achieve mundane targets like being on time? What fun do
some people get in dismantling household equipments? Why do some people behave like
spies? Why do some oppose every new idea? Why do some track obscure data? Why do
people push the boundaries that you set for them? Life will become sterile without these
trips. Trips perpetuate and give vitality to life. Everyone seems to have a trip that one lives
with and for. Trips provide individuals with their energy. These absurd quests, unusual
obsessions and bizarre interests seem to be making the city. The city seems to be acquiring
its generative energy from such trips. I manifest in life through these trips. Cities run due to
trips and because of me.
Systems: Don’t be so foolish as to think that cities run because of you. You and your
perpetuation of deviant behaviour puts commons under threat. No one will be able to use
the road if one person decides to ride in the opposite direction.
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Madness: What commons?
Systems: Commons are resources which everyone can use. And it is in the desire for equity in
access that I am put in place. I ensure the fair-use of resources by people who share it. For
such fair-use to take place, there should be an ordered way of using the resource and
monitoring it. To bring about this order, I manifest myself as infrastructure – hard and
physical, like water supply systems, transportation, etc; or soft and intangible, like laws,
customs, practices, etc. If everyone has to use the resources, then there should be order,
rules and discipline.
Madness: Who puts you in place?
Systems: Everyone, who use me.
Madness: Are you naive? Can everyone be involved in putting you in place? In most societies
you are put in place by a few powerful men. And isn’t it the genesis of what we call the ‘state’
today? Don’t you see that you have been put in place by some powerful people in the name
of making resources accessible to all?
Systems: How do you propose to solve this then? There will be confusion and commotion if
everyone does what they want to do. The commons will be under threat and when the
commons are under threat, the community is under threat.
Madness: If everyone does whatever they want to do, then it will be like a jungle. And in a
jungle, the commons are preserved the best isn’t it?
Systems: But in a jungle, the weak will lose out. So even if the commons are protected, there
is no community or the community will be only a community of the strong.
Madness: Is ‘community’ ever made of ‘all people’? Don’t communities keep some people out
who they call ‘outsiders’? Don’t all communities exclude?
Systems and Madness argue the whole night and when the day breaks, the tea shop is the
first one to open and as predicted by Systems, people gather around it on the sidewalk
making it difficult for others to pass through.
Systems: See I told you this would happen. Wait until the other shops open; there will be a
complete breakdown.
Madness: Why do you see things as a breakdown? I see it as increase in the transactional
capacity of space that creates opportunities and possibilities, where more persons can
accommodate their lives. The spilling out of the hardware shop and the tea shop has
managed to convert the sterile sidewalk into an active place where people can wait and talk.
This is important to the city, isn’t it?
Systems: But in that accommodation, nobody can do anything efficiently – everyone loses.
Madness: Why do you keep talking about efficiency in this manner? The city can have spaces
that force one to slow down. The city sets its own rhythms.
Systems: No. what you are calling the ‘rhythm’ of the city, is a chaotic situation created by
the unruly behaviour of some people. The City is infrastructure for all people to perform their
activities. If there is no discipline, the infrastructure will break down.
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Madness: City is not only infrastructure or a silent landlord for events. City is also its people
and their practices. People make cities and cities make people.
The argument continues through the day and as the sun starts setting, a few men start
gathering in front of the tea shop and start chatting with each other. Traffic on the
carriageway is slow and noisy as there are many parked cars on the street. There are many
shops on the edge between the sidewalk and the carriageway that spill out on both sides.
There is also a bus-stop close by.
Systems: Now these guys have started gathering to add to the mess.
Madness: But everyone is enjoying their presence – look at the tea-shop owner, he looks
happy; and that hardware shop owner; he does not seem to have any problem. In fact, he is
also participating in their discussions.
Systems: How can the shop-keepers be unhappy? These men buy so much from them. See,
there is a continuous consumption of tea. And you also saw these guys buying their brushes,
paints, saws, hammers, nails, pliers, and other tools from the hardware shop in the morning.
The problem is with others who are trying to walk on the sidewalk.
Madness: But aren’t you interested in what they are talking? They are discussing the world –
They discuss the apps they download, the movies they watch, India’s border with China, the
new government, girlfriends, marriage possibilities, and everything else. Aren’t you
interested in the songs they sing? In their gossips? Their plans? And their alliances?
Systems: Why should I get interested in all these things?
Madness: But these things also make the city, isn’t it?
Systems: And what about all the high-pitched abuses and sexually charged gestures? They are
polluting this space with their dirty language.
Madness: But these abuses and gestures are means of endearment amongst the men. Why
should their language be so sanitised?
Systems shouts back in disgust: How messy. There is no place for anyone to pass through
with these men blocking the sidewalk. Look at the people walking through the sidewalk –
they feel so awkward that they twist their bodies and pass through very quickly.
Madness rebuts: But everything seems to be just fine – In fact, they have managed to
squeeze a place for their gathering.
Systems: They can’t just gather here and chat and trouble others.
Madness: But where will they meet? These masons, carpenters, painters and plumbers need
space to relax after a day’s work. Should they not meet at all?
Systems: They can meet at some place meant for meeting – a garden, a square, a restaurant,
or someone’s house. Why the sidewalk?
Madness: There are no gardens and squares where they can meet – they are being used by
disciplined citizens who do not tolerate smoking and signing and abuses and chats;
restaurants are too expensive and houses too small.
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Systems: In that case, more gardens and squares should be made, incomes should be raised
and larger houses should be made.
Madness: So until all this is made, these people should wait is it?
Systems: The sidewalk does not belong to only them – they can’t hinder anyone else’s usage
of the sidewalk.
As Systems and Madness argued, Narsim joined the gathering of men with his friend. Both of
them carried a ladder each. The ladders were around 40 centimetres wide and about 2
meters long. Narsim’s ladder was older than his friend’s. He got it made from a carpenter
who was also a part of the gathering. Narsim worked as a house-painter and needed the
ladder to reach higher parts of the walls and the ceiling. Narsim was a regular at the evening
gathering. Over the years, the joints of Narsim’s ladder had weakened. One day he requested
his carpenter friend to fix the joints. But he also made another request, he asked the
carpenter to add two sets of folding legs at the two ends of the ladder. His plan was to
convert it into a bench whenever he wanted. The carpenter was happy to add the
appendages and a bench-ladder was born. While Narsim liked to open his ladder into a bench
for the gathering, his friends also longed for him to bring the Bench-ladder so that some of
them could sit. Recently, another painter had also got another bench-ladder made. Both
these bench-ladders were usually kept perpendicular to the direction of the sidewalk in front
of the tea stall such that it created a rectangular enclosure. A part of the sidewalk along the
hardware shop was left for the passersby and the customers of the hardware shop.
Suddenly Systems and Madness became silent. The bench-ladders had managed to sort the
problems of the gathering and the passers-by. It created space for everyone. It increased
transactions by diffusing the edges between people, between the community and the
individual, and between the street and the shops. At the same time, while it aided the painter
in his work by day it invited the community to come together and rest by evening. Nothing
was resolved, but it was as if everyone learnt to live with each other. The bench-ladders were
infrastructure and practice at the same time.
As the evening turned into night, the men started leaving for their respective places of sleep.
Soon, the shops shut down. Narsim and his friend folded up the two benches into ladders
and kept them over the canopy of the bus stop. Narsim then tied the ladders with one of the
canopy pillars using a chain and a lock. The bench-ladders were not only hidden from the
people on the street, but also kept safe from the thieves of the night who look into all such
hidden places for hidden things.
*****
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Transactional Objects is a part of a long-term research of Rupali Gupte and Prasad Shetty
towards conceptualising urban form. Parts of this work have been shown at the 56th Venice
Biennale (2015) and at the Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism (2017).
Rupali Gupte & Prasad Shetty are urbanists based in Mumbai. They are co-founders of the
School of Environment and Architecture and the urban research network, CRIT. Their
research on Indian urbanism focuses on architecture, urban culture, urban economy and
property, entrepreneurial and tactical practices, housing and urban form. Their cross
disciplinary works take different forms – writings, drawings, mixed-media works, storytelling,
teaching, walks and spatial interventions. Their works can be found at bardstudio.in
The work ‘Transactional Objects’ at Project 88, Mumbai is produced with assistance of
Kaushal Vadake, Dhruv Chavan, Vinit Dharia, and and institutional support from School of
Environment and Architecture, Borivali, Mumbai
2018
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